Educational experts agree - the most effective teaching
method is one-on-one instruction from a qualified tutor.

IN-HOME AND ONLINE
Our programs are designed to eliminate the competitive
atmosphere associated with traditional classrooms and
other large group instruction.

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING

864-210-9733

ONE-ON-ONE

clubztutoring.com/simpsonville

THE CLUB Z! ADVANTAGE

What Is The
''Club Z! Difference?''

Our tutors are available around your busy schedule that means evenings, weekends, and even during school
breaks!

AFFORDABLE RATES
Our programs are priced to be some of the most
competitive in the market.

NO MANDATORY, EXPENSIVE
DIAGNOSTIC TESTING
We will meet with you and your child to review report
cards, progress reports and teacher notes and create a
customized learning plan tailored to your child’s specific
academic needs.

NO LONG-TERM CONTRACTS
We believe that each child’s learning capacity is unique,
and we regularly monitor ongoing progress so we can
adjust the learning program as your child masters new
skills and concepts.

SCHOOL-BASED CURRICULUM
Our tutors work on your child’s curriculum to impact
results where it matters most, in the classroom! In
addition, our caring staff communicates with your child’s
classroom teacher(s) to ensure that our program is
complementing the school curriculum.

POSITIVE RESULTS!
Our tutors communicate with you about your student’s
progress after every session, and provide insight into how
you can support your child’s academic growth between
tutoring sessions. On average, our students improve 2
letter grades in just 60 days!

864-210-9733
clubztutoring.com/simpsonville

S

ure, we may be biased, but we truly believe that no
other tutoring company cares as much about its clients,
or goes to as much trouble to ensure their satisfaction
and success as Club Z! Our personal touch is evident
in everything from the initial consultation with you and
your child to the placement of a perfectly matched tutor.
This commitment to quality and academic success truly
makes The Club Z! Difference.

ABOUT US
We are an academic solutions provider offering a
customized learning program for each and every
student. We have learning programs to fit any family’s
needs and preferences - whether it’s in-home, on school
campus, at the library in a small group, or even online!

OUR TUTORS
Our tutors are thoroughly screened and background
checked prior to hiring. Through our proprietary “Z!
Tutor Match” system, we go to great lengths to match
them with students based on personality, learning
preferences, and academic strengths and weaknesses.
And with our “Z! Guarantee” you get the right tutor
every time, guaranteed!

OUR PROGRAMS
Our programs provide results! Whether it’s our K-12
academic assistance programs, our proven SAT/
ACT prep programs, our exclusive writing program,
The Power of Words® or one of our other proprietary
curriculum programs like Learning Built to Last™
study skills and pre-K readiness, our students see growth
in a matter of weeks!

THE Z! TUTOR MATCH
GUARANTEED MATCH

AVAILABILITY

Our proprietary Z! Tutor Match process ensures that
we match the right tutor to your child every time!
In fact, we’re so confident that you’ll love our tutors,
we guarantee the match. Through our Z! Guarantee
program, if you are dissatisfied with the tutor selected
for your child, simply let us know and we’ll make a
more suitable match ASAP. It’s that simple! How can we
be this confident? Our Z! Tutor Match is made based on
the following 4 criteria:

Our tutors are matched with your student based on
your scheduling preferences. Whether it’s after school,
weekends, evenings, or during academic breaks, our
tutors can accommodate even the busiest academic or
athletic schedules.

ACADEMIC STRENGTHS
Our tutors are experts in their subject area(s) and are
matched with your student based on his/her academic
weaknesses. Many of our tutors are certified teachers,
and all possess an educational degree and
relevant tutoring experience. In addition,
all are thoroughly screened and
background checked prior to
receiving a student assignment.

PERSONALITY
We match our tutors with your student based on
complementary personality traits. The introduction of
an encouraging third party with whom your student
can relate can often restart a fresh flow of learning. Plus,
the same tutor will teach the child every time so that
rapport can develop.

TEACHING STYLE
Our tutors are matched with your student based on
his/her preferred learning style. Our tutors are effective
because they understand the personality, interests, and
learning style of their students. We believe that when
				
a student is seen as a
				
whole, both learning
				
and self-esteem can
				
flourish.

